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The iLB from GCP allows you to us a next hop that can redirect packets to the targets of the 
LB (called backends in GCP). 
 
This configuration is useful if you need a load balancer to serve as a next hop for a default 
route. When virtual machine (VM) instances in your Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) network 
send traffic to the internet, the traffic is routed through load-balanced gateway virtual 
appliances. 
 

Benefits of using your internal TCP/UDP load balancer as a next hop 

When the load balancer is a next hop for a static route, you don't need to explicitly configure 
your clients to send traffic to the load balancer or to each backend VM. You can integrate 
your backend VMs in a bump-in-the-wire fashion. 

Using an internal TCP/UDP load balancer as a next hop for a static route provides the same 
benefits as Internal TCP/UDP Load Balancing. The load balancer's health check ensures 
that new connections are routed to healthy backend VMs. By using a managed instance 
group as a backend, you can configure autoscaling to grow or shrink the set of VMs based 
on service demand. 

Architecture 

An internal TCP/UDP load balancer with multiple backend instance groups distributes 
connections among backend VMs in all of those instance groups. For information about the 
distribution method and its configuration options, see traffic distribution. 

Instances that participate as backend VMs for internal TCP/UDP load balancers must be 
running the appropriate Linux or Windows guest environment or other processes that 
provide equivalent functionality. This guest environment must be able to contact the 
metadata server (metadata.google.internal, 169.254.169.254) to read instance 
metadata so that it can generate local routes to accept traffic sent to the load balancer's 
internal IP address. 

Regardless of the type of health check that you create, Google Cloud sends health check 
probes to the IP address of the internal TCP/UDP load balancer's forwarding rule, to the 
network interface in the VPC selected by the load balancer's backend service. This 
simulates how load balanced traffic is delivered. Software running on your backend VMs 
must respond to both load balanced traffic and health check probes sent to the load 
balancer's IP address. For more information, see Destination for probe packets. 

Conclusion 
 

When create an iLB the machine in the backend needs to know how to respond the packets 
that are sent to the IP Address of the Load Balancer, so the IP address must be on the OS 
level and the iLB don’t work as proxy and also the Health Checks are sent from a simulated 
IP address of the LB but need to be responded by the machine running at the backend. 
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Check Point Cloud Guard IaaS for GCP can be a NAT device and can use the MIG technology 
to allow the GW to increase the amount of members; this in conjunction with the LB can create 
an auto scalable solution for egress and east-west traffic protection. 

 

 

 

The idea is to have a Hub and Spoke with peering and export default route to the Spokes, this 
default route is pointing to the iLB as next Hop, redirecting the packets to the Check Point MIG 
declared as backend. 
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The deployment of the MIG is covered by the Admin Guide here. 

 

Here the steps to create the Load Balancer to allow next hop route. 

First, we select Network Services and Load Balancing: 

 

The LB is the kind TCP (when you select to convert it in NextHop it takes TCP/UDP packets) 
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To make it internal, select this way 

 

At first phase I will create it without backend, the backend will be the MIG that we will deploy in 
future. 
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In addition, you can notice the Health Check is in the port 443 (this only expects to receive a 
HTTP 200 status), I select this one, because the Check Point GW is GAIA based and we have 
the WebUI on that port by default, so it will have an answer to the test. 

Another thing, the health check do not come from the LB it comes from 130.311.0.0/22 and 
35.191.0.0/16. 

Since we created the Backend config on the Internal VPC, the frontend will create an IP for the 
LB, this will select the Subnets on that VPC, your ETH1 of the MIG need to be deployed in that 
one also. 

 

To allow the LB be next hop, it needs the Port set to “All”, click on Create and we will have an 
iLB with internal IP and no backend. 
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Then, we need to set the CME to inject a script into the Check Point Gateway, this script will 
put the relevant routes to respond the health check probes and the alias with the LB’s IP. 

I’m using a bash like this one, you need to put the Gateway IP, that is the same IP as the 
Subnet’s Gateway for the ETH1 and the Alias IP that’s the same IP address as the LB. 

Then you add this script as custom gateway script to the MIG template on the CME, this 
feature will allow customization to be automated and applied to every new deployed gateway. 

 

In this case, my template is named “gcp-asg-autoprov-tmplt”. 
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With this modification, the Health Checks will respond correctly and now we can set the LB as 
next hop on a Route Table. 

 

Now all the E-W and Egress traffic will traverse the Gateway. 

One thing to take care is, by the moment of this document GCP have no persistence 
mechanism on the LB when you use it as Next Hops 
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Therefore, we need to create a NAT rule to Hide NAT all behind the GW IP, even for East-
West traffic. 

 

We can use the Dynamic Objects, since by default all MIG members have the 
LocalGatewayInternal and LocalGatewayExternal information. 

 

NOTE: 

This is a workaround and for the moment is NOT supported, but allows you to use this new 
feature from GCP and create dynamic load balancing with the MIG. 


